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GOETHE AND THE DEVELOPMENT HYPOTHESIS.
"

BY PROFESSOR CALVIN THOMAS.
Men there are whose patient minds,
In one object centered.
till through their darkened blinds
Truth has burst and entered.

Wait

Men

there are

whose ambient

souls,

In rapt Intuition,
Seize Creation as

Whole, without

it

partition."

— y.

merits of Goethe as a

man

In short,

mond would have
Goethe was a man

remember

it

remembers

C. Maxwell.

of science, and more

day, are subjects that have lately been attracting, in Ger-

many at least, a considerable amount of attention. Virchow, Haeckel, Helmholtz and Du Bois-Reymond, not
to mention names of less repute, have all contributed to
the discussion, and, their writings having called forth
more or less opposition, quite a body of literature has
grow^n up about the question w^hether Goethe, who was
so many other things, was or was not an evolutionist in
the modern sense of the term.
The disagreement of very competent authorities upon
this subject might appear surprising were not the disagreement of doctors on almost every conceivable subject
fact of

human

experience.

Many

years ago Helmholtz stated his conception of the matter
thus
"

belongs the great glory of having

first

which the sciences of
organic nature were tending and by which the subsequent development of those sciences has been determined."*
Haeckel,

German

tific

in

an address before the

fifty-fifth

Congress

Naturalists and Physicians, rates the scien-

merits of Goethe very high, declaring that he can

see " no essential difference"

opjiy of Nature and "our

between Goethe's

philos-

modern monistic philosophy

by Darwin."f On the other hand Du
Bois-Reymond, in a now famous address delivered upon
assuming the rectorate of the University of Berlin in
18S3, takes the ground that Goethe's mental endowment
as re-established

was, for a

man

of science, fatally defective in one import-

ant particular, namely, the sense for mechanical causality
"Fopulxrt Wissenscliaftliche Vortrxge Erstes Heft, Braunschweig,
The quotation is from a lecture delivered in 1S53.

1876,

\Die Naturanschauung von Darwin^ Goetht vnd Lamarck, Jena,

iSSa,

p. 37.

P- 32.

the world

Bois-Rey-

that the poet

of science in precisely the same spirit

that

King Frederick

the Great

was a

not

my

purpose to enter upon the discussion of
urge opinions
with regard to the value of Goethe's scien-

this subject in a controversial spirit, or to

of

my own

What

I shall try to do is rather to make
and from the documents, what the ideas
question really were, so far as they are related directly

tific

ideas.

clear, historically
in

or indirectly to the development hypothesis.

seem perhaps as
Goethe must be
think that such
to the

I

a

It might
mere exposition of any views of

at this

is

date superfluous, but

really the case.

Personally

opinion that the general position of

Reymond
and

if

as outlined

seem

to discern

above

among

is

hardly

I
I

incline

Du

Bois-

not altogether unsound,

the admirers of Goethe a

tendency to overestimate the importance of their hero
the history of science.

But, on the other hand,

I

not doubt that the opposite error of rating him too
is still

more common.

Especially, as

I

in

can-

low

judge, do inade-

quate conceptions prevail with regard to the real range

To Goethe

foreseen the leading ideas toward

of

Du

history of scientific thought.

poet.*

especially his relation to the evolutionary theories of our

such a very familiar

cts.

were essentially different from the Darwinism of to-day; that what he did and thought in a
would-be scientific way was at best of little moment
and would not be missed if it were obliterated from the

It is

The

Single Copies, lo

that his views

as
rolls,

Three Dollars per Year.

and character of

his evolutionary

speculations.

And

these conceptions conduce not simply to an imperfect, but

wrong, understanding of the man.
For Goethe's scientific thinking cannot be regarded
as something apart from and independent of the remainder of his intellectual existence. His mind was not
one of air-tight compartments, but one in which each
to a really

new range

formed
may, perhaps, make
a partial exception to this remark in case of the Farbenlehre.
Though he himself attached such supreme
importance to his " Theory of Colors," yet it is, as a
matter of fact, possible to think all that away from his
life and still have Goethe left.
But this is not the case
with his views upon the general subject of development,
which are intimately bound up with all that is most
characteristic of the man.
For any philosophical purof ideas speedily interfused with and

one whole with

poses

it is

all

the rest.

We

impossible to separate the poet from the scien-

*Goethe und Kein Ende,

Leipzig, iSSl.
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thinker, and to extol the one while disparaging or

tific

ignoring the other.
tain that the poet

is possible,

It

of course, to main-

Goethe would not have suffered

in

he had never meddled with the "dead work"
of research. But even this proposition appears to me
debatable in spite of his well-known ineptitude* for dead
the least

it

work; even if admitted it would mean simply that his
Such
ideas are more interesting than his arguments.
people there are and always have been
it

will not

do

them with

to treat

human

among

the

disrespect because of

In fact the class

this peculiar characteristic.

represented

the world, and

in

intellectual

is

strongly
of the

patricians

Goethe's pursuit of scientific studies began with
mineralogy for we may leave out of the account his
slender acquirements at the university and his later
dabbling in physiognomic speculations under the aus;

pices of Lavater.

member

almost the

first

It

was

in

1776 that he

first

took

his

Weimar and

of the Ducal Council in

committed to

official responsibility

his

charge was the superintendence of certain mining oper-

The

ations in Ilmenau.
large, but they

Goethe so

that,

were not
mind of
conscientiousness which was a
interests

involved

were important enough
with the

to the

part of his nature, he at once set vigorously about the

study of mineralogy, which, however, soon came to interest him chiefly through its bearing on the broad
questions of geological theory.

how

nal and correspondence
to this

new

of the

He

pursuit.

State in

little

We

Visits all

from

the nooks and crannies

new enthusiasm

Wherever he goes we

living

writes Sept.

find

he had especially studied.
lies

in

book-

The

which

only interest they have

deliverances they contain with

incidental

the

Right

at the

beginning of

cepted the doctrine of

his studies

Werner

Goethe had ac-

that granite

is

the found-

and that other formations are always

ation of the earth

upon the

of later origin, having been superimposed

granite in the form of deposits from a primeval ocean

or a chaotic menstruum.

This theory he soon came to

body and
8,

soul

1780, "and

him

and a fixed belief in the primordial character of that
rock established itself as an underlying assumption in

ogy. Shortly after

this

probably

—a

"Sitting on a high and naked peak," so runs a portion of the
"and gazing over a wide expanse, I can say to myself:
Here thou reposest immediately upon a foundation which reaches

down

No

to the deepest places of the earth.

recent layer,

no

heaps of debris washed together by the water, have ever deposited
themselves between thee and the firm ground-floor of the primeval world.
Here thou dost not, as in those beautiful and fruitful
valleys,

walk over a continual grave

;

these peaks have never be-

gotten and never swallowed up any living thing; they are before
all life

and above

With such

all life."

ideas in his head as the basis of

all

geo-

when

the great controversy of the

broke

out.

The

at

am

am

delighted with the broad
1782, as

we

did not deceive himself on this subject. Under date of July 20,
Einer ist dass ich nie
17S7, he writes from Rome of his two " capital faults."
das Handwerk einer Sache die ich treiben woUte, lernen mochte
Der
andere, nah verwandte Fehler, ist dass ich nie so viel Zeit auf eine Arbeit oder

XXXV.,

edition.

tLetter to Merck, Oct. n, 17S0.

^Letter to Frau von Stein.
the Ilempel Edition of Goethe's

last

century

evidence seemed to him conclusive

that Nature's process in the shaping of the hills

been a quiet and leisurely process.

To

he clung tenaciously through

finally

life

and

had

this conviction

gave

it

em-

phatic expression in the second part of Faust:
"Als die Natur sich

Da

hat

Da

griint's

in sich selbst gegriindet.

den Erdball abgeriindet,
Der Gipfel sich, der Schluchten sich erfreut,
Und Fels an Fels und Berg an Berg gereiht;
Die Hiigel dann bequem hinabgebildet,
Mit sanftem Zug sie in das Thai gemildet.

In 1784 he

Goethe

XXXIII. of

made public*

recent years

piece,

botany and comparative anatomy

§First published in 1877 in Part
Woris, p. +3S ff.

in

prose ode to granite:

tunists

" I

dazu er fordert wird.— Goethe's Werke,

moun-

a curious fragment of his, written

to his

makes a journey to the Harz mountains and keeps
what he calls a "geognostic diary"§ of his travels. He
prints nothing, however, until 1807, after which we have
from his pen a considerable number of short contribuThese contributions are
tions to geological literature.

als

is

but only

in 17S4,

bit of a

begin to claim a portion of his attention, but his interest

Geschaft wenden mochte,

There

tain-masses.

wisdom, Goethe naturally sided with the Nep-

rock and mountain," he

the former study continues unabated.

speculations concerning the sculpturing of

all his

logical

in

By

In letters of

a quite peculiar sentimental interest.

the period he refers to himself as a "friend of granite"

of self-assurance with regard to his knowledge of geol-

Hempel

notes, others are

regard to geological theory.

learn from a letter to Merck, he begins to feel something

366,

mere

are

and

him knocking

prospects that are opening before me."J

in

some

others are descriptions of the geological

still

features of the Karlsbad region and other localities

their geological

the rocks and returning laden with treasures.

now

his jour-

a collection of minerals

endeavors to communicate his
friends.

learn

eagerly he applied himself

order to study

He commences

features. f

reviews and

look on as impregnable, and thus granite acquired for

race.

seat as a

of different kinds;

sie rein

Bedarf

und wachst's, und

sie nicht

um

sich zu erfreuen,

der toUen Strudeleien."f

Goethe was fond of working

to

its

utmost capacity

the thought that had once taken possession of him, and
so

it
*

suited

his

Werke XXXIII.,

t WerkeyAll.,

177.

"When

bent to expand this geological doctrine
p.

92

£f.

In Bay.ard Taylor's translation:

nature in herself her being founded,
Complete and perfect then the globe she rounded,
Glad of the summits and the g-orges deep
Set rock to rock, and mountain steep to steep,
The hills with easy outlines downward moulded
Till gently from their feet the vales unfolded.
They green and grow; with joy therein she ranges.
Requiring no insane, convulsive changes."

THE OPEN
is

always quiet and

leisurely

— a method

817

This bold and confident prediction from an octoge-

into the comprehensive idea that Nature's characteristic

modus operandi

COURT.

narian poet

is

rather striking as a token of the man's

becomes

more

when we

of gradual transformation without breaks and without
This idea, fortified doubtless by the study of
barriers.

character, but

Spinoza, then became one of the ruling conceptions of
it furnished him with a starting-point for sci-

being penned by the

entific study, with a rule of conduct and a maxim for
judging the actions of men. What application he made
of it in the realm of plant and animal morphology will
He wrote Meister to exhibit the
presently appear.
gradual transformation of a human character under the

famous book, which ushered in the modern era of "bit
by' bit" geology, appeared first in 1S30.
The great controversy of a hundred years ago has

He

hated the Revolution be-

modern discovery of the conservation of energy, the

In short,

general acceptance of the nebular hypothesis and the

his life;

attritions of experience.

cause

it

was

a sudden and violent upheaval.

reverence for the method ohne

came

Hast aber ohne Rast

be-

the key-note of his character.

Like the rest of the Neptunists, Goethe, of course,
could but be aware that volcanoes and earthquakes are
facts in Nature; he contended, however, that such agencies must always have been what they appear to be at
any particular epoch, namely, something sporadic and
His conception, curious as it appears when
seems to have been that violent commotions were

exceptional.
stated,

not a part of Nature's process, but rather interruptions
of it. In 178S Werner claimed an igneous origin for

and Goethe regarded the case as made out. Some
Xenia are at the expense of the Vulcanists, whose
cause he regarded as lost beyond the possibility of retrieval.
It was therefore a source of infinite mental disturbance to him when, in the early part of this century,
catastrophic theories, more or less similar to those advoThe
cated by Hutton, began to win influential friends.
new views, as accepted by Von Buch and Von Humboldt in Germany and by De Beaumont in France, ran
counter to his inveterate prejudice. It was like telling
him that mother Nature was after all unsteady and subThe matter interested him very deeply;
ject to freaks.
basalt,

of the

it

is

and

often referred to in his letters and prose writings,

woven

is

into the fabric of

the second part of

In Faust each side of the controversy is presented by its appropriate champion, but the Vulcanist
doctrine is given by the poet a slight tinge of burlesque

Faust*

and persiflage, whereas that of the Neptunists is obviThe colously intended to be taken au grand serieux.
loquies in Faust are serene enough, but the poet could
not always maintain his serenity when dealing with this
subject.

In an oft-quoted passage, written not long be-

fore his death, he exclaims:

Be the case

as

it

may,

it

must be written

that I denounce this

new order of creation
who would make of Nature's

accursed racket and lumber-garret of the
(i. e.,

the noisy argument of those

orderly

work an unregulated rubbish-chamber).

young man of genius

will arise

who

will

Surely some

have the courage

to op-

pose this crazy unanimity .!
* The passages occur in the Classical Walpurgis Night Scene and at the
beginning of Act IV. Werke XUI., 103 £f and 176 ff.
t

Werke XXXIU.,

p. 466.

now
as I

still

that at the very time

recall

man

it

of genius" was

when

striking

words were

these

irritated Altmeister, the
at his

work.

"young

Sir Charles Lyell's

only an historical interest; there are to-day, so far

am

aware, neither Neptunists nor Plutonists.

The

resultant conceptions with regard to the life of the earth

have made much of the older speculation untenable.
The ideas of Goethe were very different from those of
to-day.

But while

how much

this

true,

is

it

interesting to note

is

nearer he stood than even the greatest of his

contemporaries to the conceptions of the present time.

He

theory and much of his
wrong, but so excellent were
his powers of observation and interpretation, and so
perfect was his intellectual balance, that he was able to
reach conclusions which were in the main sound, and to
anticipate, as Helmholtz says, the leading ideas of the
coming era.
But was not this anticipation largely fortuitous?
Was it not a coincidence which was thus and might
have been otherwise ? That it was not so, but rather
an honest triumph of the scientific imagination, appears
probable when we pass from the general to the particular and consider, for example, his prevision of the coming
importance of paleontology and his theory of a glacial
epoch. " The growing importance of the history of
organic remains," writes Sir Charles Lyell, "may be

had started from a

reasoning was in

its

false

detail

pointed to as the characteristic feature of the science (of

geology) during the present century."

In view of this

fact particular interest attaches to a letter of

Goethe to

Merck, written October

letter the

27,

1782.

writer sets forth his theory as to
in the alluvial plains of

In

how

Germany came

this

the bones found
to

be there, and

argues that they belong to a recent epoch which is,
however,. in comparison with our ordinary computation
of time, "prodigiously remote."

"

The time

He

then adds this

come •when people ivill no
longer jutnble together organic remains, but will arrange them with reference to the world's epochsP
This may seem a small matter, hardly worth the
emphasis of italics. And so it is from one point of
view Goethe did not follow up the idea himself, and
nothing came of it so far as he was concerned. But it
is somewhat remarkable that at this date such a thought

sentence

:

-will

;

should have been in his mind at all, since it does not
seem to have been in any one else's. Cuvier and William Smith were boys of thirteen, and the older geolo-

—

J

THK ORBN COURT.
gists, regarding their science as the handmaid of biblical
orthodoxy, were content to see in fossil remains at once
the work and the evidence of the Noachian deluge.
Back of the flood they did not care to go. So that
Goethe's isolated idea begins to appear like a mental

for bigotry, and even for suicide, has often tainted a long

achievement of some dignity

shoals of dogmatic conservatism.

— an appearance which be-

comes more marked when we

man

what nonsense

recall

of genius like Voltaire could

still

a

think and write

Goethe's relations to the glacier theory

upon

He

described.

the

early speculated

may be

more or

less

boulders of Germany, and in time

erratic

and

it is

no accident that

periods of the world's history

we

find

at certain

whole groups of

nations launching their destiny on the stream of intel-

freedom, while others remain anchored to the

lectual

A

fertile

soil

may

stimulate the industry of one race and encourage the in-

dolence of another.

There are incurably

servile nations

and nations whose love of independence will

on the subject of organic remains.*
briefly

series of generations;

assert itself

in spite of all obstacles.

Race-experience

The

trasts.

is

the key to the secret of such con-

bears of our

Western

Territories

were more

seems to have accepted the theory of his friend Voigt
that they had been floated in from the North upon icebergs in the days of the primeval ocean. Toward the
close of his life, however, we find him in possession of

than a match for the bow-armed Indian, and still attack
every intruder of their hunting-grounds with a reckless-

another theory, to the effect that anciently, at a time
when North Central Europe was covered with water

ized the politics of special, numerically perhaps inferior,

to a

depth of

—say a thousand

feet,

an epoch of great cold

set in and that the phenomena of
had then manifested themselves on a large
This idea is first recorded in Wilscale in Germany.
helm Aleister's Wafiderjahre, in a passage which is

ness that will lead to their ultimate extinction; and the

same hardihood of aggressive valor has often characternations,

whose

forefathers had acquired the habit

cutting every knot with the edge of the sword.

of

The

[grosser Kdlte) had

Asiatic ancestors of the Turks, for instance, had for ages

glacial action

been able to hold their

known
also

is

to

have reached

formulated

Problems and

Thus we

its

present shape in

an essay entitled

in

Solutions,"

their

It

iSag.-j-

"Geological

printed in 1833.

first

Goethe was dreaming of primeval ice
fields at least a decade before Agassiz, attracted by the
work of Charpentier, built his lone hut on the Aar glacier and commenced the series of investigations which
resulted in opening up so many a new vista in modern
geology. Both Charpentier and Agassiz acknowledged
see that

the priority of Goethe in this line of speculation.
{To

BODY AND MIND;

be concluded.)

OR,
L.

OSWALD, M.

Part

The

ancestral experience, and the

their pride aggravates the penalties of

by prudent concessions; yet, withal, they have the virLike the Turkoman chieftain who
would bully all neighboring princes, but scorn to count
the pennies of their tribute, the modern pasha, with all his
jealousy of prestige, detests the details of red tape, and
in times of need is ever ready to maintain his honor at
tues of their faults.

His moral antipode is the descendant of a race
in its mother's milk has imbibed the lessons of

victor

same

factor

A

more than once
long lineage of moral outlaws. There

predisposition to deeds of violence has

been traced to a
have been dynasties of headstrong, lion-hearted rulers
penchant for mysticism,
and dynasties of fox-kings.

A

In

one of his essays Voltaire attempts to revive a hypothesis of the sixteenth century to the effect that the marine shells found in inland Europe were
"sports of nature." He also thought, or pretended to think, that the plant impressions found upon rocks were not made by genuine plants pierres JiffUr&es
was his name for the phenomenon. Elsewhere he remarks that the bones of a
reindeer and a hippopotamus found nearEtempes did not prove, as some would
have it, that Lapland and the Nile were once on a tour from Paris to Orleans,
but merely that a lover of curiosities had preserved them in his cabinet. Quoted
by Lyell, Principles, Amer. Ed. of 1853, p. 55.

—

X Werke XXXIII., p. 464.
§ Copyrighted.

;

defeat; they refuse to conciliate their rebellious subjects

Cunning and duplicity are
weak and may become hereditary

by ready submission.

the defences of the

determines the moral characteristics of nations. " Blood
will tell" in tribes and races as well as in families.

ff.

their statesmen

adversity and learned to deprecate the truculence of the

D.

II.

innate character-traits of individuals are biased

t Werke XVIII., p. 163

methods of physical force. They loathe the shifts of
diplomacy which the logic of circumstances urges upon

which

RACE INFLUENCES.
by the sum of

against every aggressor of

the expense df his purse.

THE DATA OF MORAL

PHYSIOLOGY.g
BY FELIX

own

highland pastures, and their descendants are still
strangely prone to right every wrong by summary
their

character-traits as hard to eradicate as a penchant for
self-help.
The East-Indian ancestors of our
Gypsies were harassed by the insolence of superior

violent

races till they learned to obviate trouble by avoiding the neighborhood of their oppressors and roaming
the by-ways of the wilderness. They became vagrants,

and remain vagrants even in countries where homesteads
might be had for the asking. Moreover, an instinctive,
rather than clearly conscious, desire to "cover their tracks"
makes them apt to misrepresent their intended marchroute and otherwise prevaricate without apparent cause,

or even

much

where candor would seem

better.

The

to serve their purpose

hereditary influence of slavery ap-

pears to transmit similar character-traits, and the most
phenomenal case of innate duplicity in my experience

was

that of a twelve-year old negro boy, doing chores

THE OPKN COURT.
my

Texas lawyer of

for a

" I can pro-

acquaintance.

for avoiding the disappointments of life

According

fessionally appreciate a first-class fib," said his master,

its

"but that young colleague seems to labor under the im-

ness only, but

pression that prevarication

him

cessful fiction stimulates
if

costs

it

him

a

dozen

its

is

own

like a

A suc-

reward.

moral triumph, even

He

collateral fictions.

tells

the

truth only as a last desperate expedient."

to resent oppression

by commercial

sharp-practice.

The

dwarfs of Norse mythology avenge their wrongs by
outwitting their burly despoilers, and the triumphs of
mercantile strategy formed the moral, as well as material,

support of the trafficking Greeks under the sway of

Moslem

despotism, as of the trafficking

Hebrews under

hopes.

remedy

to that

itself is

life

an

by renouncing
dogma, not sin or sickevil,

and death

its

— definite death, to be purchased by the

only

system,

suppression of

atic

tion of all

of

Subjected nations of a more intellectual type are apt

819

all vital instincts, and the concentrahopes upon the prospect of Nirvana, the peace

extinction.

final

Among

the

bondage-crushed

millions of the furthest East that ghastly creed soon

by the popularity of
which has completed the abasement and enervation of its votaries and
made the imagined worthlessness of life a melancholy
fact, but which for millions of abject wretches has unattained a popularity rivaled only

Buddhism

opium.

is

a moral narcotic

the yoke of mediasval fanaticism, and thus laid the foun-

doubtedly also mitigated the bitterness of that fact.
him who has succeeded in deadening the love of

dation of a race tendency which centuries

the daily

may

fail

of freedom

to eliminate.

There

is

nificant

a curious analogy in the moral

of individual and national decrepitude.

phenomena

Young men

of

A

normal constitution are natural optimists.
feeling of
vitality inspires them with an almost misfortune- proof cheerfulness of temper; they never question the
value of life and are too happy in the enjoyment of a
present existence to waste much time with speculation
on the prospect of a better hereafter. At the approach
of old age, however, that constitutional joyousness gradually yields to the development of an instinctive pessimism. Disappointment, or mere satiety, produce that
feeling of world-weariness by which Nature seems to
reconcile the evening of life to the prospect of the long
night, and which, by the influence of enervating excesses
or under the weight of special grievous afflictions, may
a

exuberant

often assert

itself at

a comparatively early age.

out debauchees and faded
turely pious.

Doomed

are apt to

flirts

Worn-

become prema-

criminals renounce the vanities

of a world they are about to leave with the assistance of

From

the county sheriff.

the anguish of a hopeless day

the soul turns naturally to the solace of sleep

— with

or

without the prospect of a brighter morning; and the
grief of departure
forfeited

is

blunted by the depreciation of the

blessings.

Worn-out

nations,

too,

console

little

as

vexations of existence

become

To
life

as insig-

man on his way
devotee who had re-

the roadside thorns to a

self-chosen grave, and the
nounced all hopes but that of extinction could more
easily brook the life-shortening misery of toil and despotism.
Despotism itself seems to have recognized the
advantages of that tendency, and the shrewd autocrats
of China and Siam were zealous promoters of a creed
to a

that helped to lethargize the rebellious instincts of their
slaves.

Under exactly analogous auspices the Doccrme of
Renunciation was afterward preached on the shores of
the Mediterranean.
The moral energy of the vanquished nations of Syria and Asia Minor had been exhausted by centuries of incessant warfare.

Despotism,

aided by luxury and vice, had undermined the
their conquerors,

sion of

the

and

it is

manhood of

a curious fact that the conver-

Roman Empire was

spread epidemic of pessimism.

preceded by a wide-

Even during

the long
peace of the Antonines the philosophers of Greece and

Rome

vied in lamenting the hopelessness of the prevail-

ing degeneration, and in exalting the solace of exile and

The

suicide.

stoicism of

Marcus Aurelius was tinged

with a despondency bordering on absolute life-weariness.

Moralists and historians plainly predicted the im-

pending

fall

of the Empire, though that

fall

seemed to

The propa-

themselves by withdrawing from the arena of interna-

involve the absolute ruin of civilization.

tional competition that has ceased to oflfer

ganda of a world-renouncing gospel of anti-naturaHsm
intensified and consolidated those tendencies, and soon

of success.

They become

stolid;

them

a

hope

they blunt the sting of

by renouncing ambition they blunt the stigma of
by suppressing the instincts of
manhood.
Their yearning turns from the scenes of
life to the hope of a better beyond
the peace of the

spread vfith the rapidity of a moral epidemic.

grave or the visionary joys of the spirit-world. Hence
the physical apathy of degenerate nations hence also

favored by the general current of tendencies and were

defeat

;

physical degeneration

—

;

their instinctive partiality for the doctrine of

renunci-

and the rapid spread of Buddhism among the denations of the East.
The gospel of Buddha
Sakyamuni is simply an apotheosis of Death. His doctrine is a system of moral nihilism, and expounds a plan
ation,

crepit

Patriots

passionately resisted that consummation of their

doom;

philosophers appealed to every remaining vestige of man-

hood and

common

sense, but the world-renouncers

were

soon able to enforce the victory of their creed by compulsory education and the sword of secular power.

That triumph, however, would have been consummated
even without such allies.
The seed of anti-naturalism
had fallen on a receptive soil. The anti-physical principle of the

new

religion strongly

recommended

itself to

—

THK
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welcomed the discovery
but

The

little."
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Effeminate sensualists

an era of physical degeneration.

—

that "physical exercise profiteth

victims of decrepitude consoled them-

Speculation
of the

tories, is

the pursuits of philosophy for the duties of faith and

thing which

spiritual subordination.

By

dint of persistent inoculation

dogmas of pessimism gradually acquired

the

the strength

Europe

of hereditary instincts; the nations of Southern

learned to crave for the moral opiates of their priest-

hood, as a generation of inebriates learns to crave for

when

the man-

yoke of

spiritual

the influence of spirituous narcotics; and
nations of the

lier

North shook

off the

bondage, the Latin races continued

— not

by

of

accident

the

an

their fetters

or

vicissitudes

political

compulsion, but as

hierarchical

hug

to

inevitable

conse-

quence of deep-rooted race tendencies. Italy would have
burnt Martin Luther, as she burnt Bruno and Savowith or without Martin Luther Germany
narola;
would sooner or later have burnt the papal bull. Like
other errors of dualism,

doctrines of other-worldli-

tlie

were always strongly repugnant

ness

instincts of the

German

to the naturalistic

They had

race.

indured that

doctrine as an unwilling patient might indure the taste

of a virulent drug, which to others

may have become

a

mind-enslaving tipple, but which to him never ceases to
be repulsive to a degree revealed in the opportune moment of emancipation from the thralldom of the drugmonger. And though in breaking their fetters, the

Northern

Aryans

could

not

break the

entrenched

strongholds of supernaturalism, their home-creed
reverting to the type of a pure monism.

fast

of a thousand

German

Anglo-American homes would not be apt

to hear a

days the listener
.nnd

is

In a thousand

at the fireside

single allusion to the vagaries of dualism; the fancies of

other-worldliness, preternaturalisni and spiritism are as

In the blind selfunder ban and bar.
most powerful weapon

human mind, which

with the hope of a better hereafter. Envious
impotence denounced the worldliness of physical recreMental emasculation, too, was glad to exchange
ations.
selves

is

assertion of empiricism, this, the

I.

us

—we must not

their

shadow

side.

cast

upon

overlook their great imperfections

Observation and the ceaseless collec-

keep swelling the storehouse of
knowledge. Before it we stand with covetous looks;
and in its boundless riches the scientist revels. With
weak and uncertain strides the thinker makes his way.
tion of astonishing facts

nor

is

striven

a

for.

Precious as are the revealed treasures, says Haeckel in
truth, our modern scientific knowledge resembles

heap which must be sorted and
brought to a systematic structure before it can acquire
real worth.
Instead of regarding the world as a whole, and
a promiscuous stone

observed

uniting

causes so as to

together

facts

make

according

to

their

possible an explanation of the uni-

verse, every scientist takes a piece of the world, dissects

Untroubled by the import of others,
for him the world, which, in his
own way, he seeks to explain. If, however, this world
is a systematic whole, and we cannot think of it otherwise, then any phenomenon which is taken from this
it

and analyzes

it.

this particular part

is

whole cannot be explained by itself alone. When a
deviates from this, the only correct point of
view, and seeks to explain things by themselves and not
scientist

with the universe,

in connection

instance, those touching the
lectual activities,

must end

all

experiments,

phenomena

of

in a pitiable

life

as, for

or intel-

failure.

The

physicist arranges his atoms and their powers, without

and physiology; he
mechanism of the world without the
slightest reference to the phenomena of life and their
And so, on the other hand, biology contendencies.
troubling himself about biology
constructs his

an organic

strues

substance, without

questioning

in

whether the inorganic phenomena may not
be deduced from it.
For matter or world-substance (which includes the
two great groups, organic and inorganic phenomena),
respect to

it,

have

first

of

all to

seek a fundamental conception

one which will contain in itself, unconditionally, the elements for the world's vast series of evolutions, in both

With what

realms.

ments
ena,

is

is

blindness this greatest of

neglected,

shown,

for

how

and

all

all

require-

thought

logical

is

working on the surface of phenomexample, by the attempts that have

attempts, hitherto made, to explain spiritual

Despite the vast acquisitions of the natural sciences

which they have

systematic

been made to explain, and even to imitate, the origin of the
Equally unfortunate have been the
first germs of life.

VOGT.

Translatedfrom the German by F. W. Morton.

the blinding flood of light

A

strict

retarded and kept

G.

honored

neither

is

u;;! ilpsp'^tisin.

J.

proudest vic-

its

acquisitions,

philosophical insight into scientific

we

BY

to

it

treatment of the empirical matter of the universe, a

downright distasteful to a large plurality of our Germanic contemporaries as the dogmas of St. Boniface
were to the countrymen of Wittekind. After a millennium of dogmatic intrigues race tendencies have preV liled against the combined power of secular and spirit-

THE FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES OF MATTER.

has led

to-day cast aside in contempt.

they have always reverted to the

merely

recall

some

fallacy.

I

here the false conclusions of a modern

kind of monism, which
in

phenomena;

idealistic

is

at present

popular, and which

respects surpasses idealistic dogmatics in super-

ficiality.

This wrong monism
mental conception as
the

two fundamental

we

starts

do.

from the same fundaIt

attributes to matter

properties, motion and sensibility

THE OPEN COURT.
•or

feeling; and concerns itself with deducing

from

this

principle of sensibility or feeling the organic and spirit-

But how greatly does

Ma\ phenomena.

of

monism

this

false

view

Instead of deducing from these

err in this!

elementary properties the higher phenomena of evolution, it transforms the most complex conditions and
processes into elementary substance

The

itself.

impulses, the most complicated qualities and

the intellectual

feeling,

organic

modes

of

forms of intuition respecting

space, time and causality,

it

attributes directly to the

principle of feeling as the fundamental property of mat-

For example, it is not enough for an atom to
have simply the property of mechanical motion; it must
also possess that of feeling, together with the impulses
of life and order, the intuitions of space and time, the
ter itself.

Who

idea of causality, and the like!

accomplishing a solution of the riddle, but is
merely evading a solution ? Idealism is only tricked out
with another name and another form.
If

we examine the

conceptions of matter or substance,

•which have been framed for the world's mechanism, ve
find the

most popular to be the kinetic, that lying

foundation of

From

modern mechanics.

at

he

of old, this nas

these

inconceivable.

The

deduction

of any reasonable and conscious action from such a fundamental principle, from this incorporation of blind chance
how can such a theory
or willess, purposeless force

—

recommend

itself to

ical necessity of

thinking minds! Yet the philosoph-

our physics compels us, in the face of the

manifold operations of the organic world, to pay

homage

Permit me, then, for the sake of
own position, to adduce something

to such a principle.
establishing

my

only conception of matter, which affords us

here a free course,

is

founded, in direct opposition to sep-

arate particles vibrating in

empty

space,

continuous, contractile, elastic matter

(

on the idea of a

Weltsubstanz, the

which fills the illimitable space withand whose sole manifestation of power

vvrorld-substance),

out interruption,

consists in contraction or condensation.

of this energy of condensation

we

In consequence

have to conceive of

composed of infinitely small centers of condensation, which
a-'e severed from one another, yet without being sepaThere is thus
rated by empty space from one another.
expressed merely the individualization which meets us
in an unmistakable way in all cosmic phenomena and
which has received its most complete and correct expresThese centers of
sion in the former atomistic theories.
condensation exactly represent the atoms or primitive
atoms of the old ideas of matter. Imagine, for example,
a rubber plate stretched over a table and fastened at the
the world-substance as differentiated;

i.

e. it

is

any num-

let

equal distances.

If

rubber in the

close unifor^nly the

We

can ascribe to the centers of condensation a

medium degree

which we may

of density

zero ; from

call

which, on the one side, they condense to a maximum
degree, and from which, on the other, they expand to a
corresponding maximum degree, according as they

Now,

are compressed or dilated.

let

us call every ad-

vancing condensation a positive fluctuation and every

Thus we

retreating expansion a negative fluctuation.

maximum

a

value

value

for

the

for

the

and a

positive

negative

fluctuations.

According to the fineness of the distinction we wish to
draw, we can interpose any number of changes in volume between the two maximum values. In other words,
a center of condensation
of condensation

may

require millions or billions

before

vibrations

it

passes

from the

maximum degree of the negative fluctuations to the maximum value of condensation. It must, then, be unquestionably true that the exclusive tendency of matter

Every center

condensation.

tensely toward the positive

is

of condensation strives in-

maximum

value; and every

relaxation, every negative fluctuation, can only

further.

The

at

prehensive view.

maximum

is

rubber plate

palms of the hands shrinks or concentrates. Thus it
clear that in the spaces originally empty, that is
is
where no hands were laid, a state of tension in the rubber mass must take place. This tension will soon reach
a maximum; and if from this moment any one of the
hands closes still more and thus grasps a greater amount
of rubber, this mass will continue to shrink only on condition that a supremacy be gained over one or more
other hands, i. e. that the latter relax in a corresponding
degree. This comparison is a crude one, it is true, but
it affords us approximately the best standpoint for a com-

even spiritual phenomena. The idea, however, of a
hard particle of matter vibrating in empty space, and actimpact,

now

hands

have

its

this

ber of hands be placed, flatwise,

offered at least the prospect of explaining organic and

ing only by

On

edges of the table.

does not see that

this is not
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be -pushed

or forced upon a center of condensation.

If

it

has

experienced such a negative fluctuation, it always seeks to
free itself

from

this;

and only

when

surrounding centers of condensation

overcome does

it

the opposition of the
is

too great for

it

to

retain the negative fluctuation received.

Every condensation, every

positive fluctuation, suffers a

diminution of volume; every negative fluctuation, on
the other hand, an increase of volume; and, since

regard matter as continuous,

it

we

clearly follows that for

every positive fluctuation of a center of condensation a
negative fluctuation of one or more other centers must

Every approach

follow.

to a center of condensation in-

fluences the affected centers, so as to cause a further con-

densation.

On
the

this transference of

enormous

condensation impulses depend

series of physical

phenomena,

in

rooted the nature of heat, light, electricity, etc.
in

a

larger work, "Force; a

World"

(Leipzig,

Haupt

&

Monistic

which is
I have

View

of the

Tischler, 1S7S), explained

;
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how, by the opposition of positive and negative
tions, the

fluctua-

compression and expansion of centers of con-

densation, the entire mechanical world-process springs
into

life

and exhausts

itself;

ters of condensation united

the spheres;

how

were forced

to absorb

how whole

groups of cen-

and formed the

first

germs of

the masses in the intermediate space

from these condensed planetary

bodies their condensation impulses;

how

thereby the

fundamental distinction between ether and matter gradshaped itself; how by the intensified etherical
masses the phenomena of motion and gravitation were
called into being; in short, how by transference of condensation impulses the physical powers of light, heat,
ually

mignetism and chemism can be

electricity,

fully

ex-

{To

be continued.)

SOCIAL PROBLEMS.
The Open Court presented in its latest issues two
essays on social problems, " The Ethics of Economics"
by Gould, and "National Taxation" by Anti-monopolist.
proposes as a solution of the social question an
" equivalence of service" which should be realized by a

The one

system of co-operation; the other suggests in the place of
our import duties an income tax which should be asBoth articles are interesting reading
sessed under oath.
they are also keen

in their

negative, showing the

arguments so

weak

far as they

points in the position of

Both call for reform and demonstrate
But concerning the means by
that it is greatly needed.
which they would improve the present state of things,
we cannot agree with them. The co-operative system,
as suggested by Mr. Gould, has hitherto proved a
in this scheme one important factor is
Only ^ro^/-sharing is taken into consideration)

failure because

omitted.
it

forgotten that this must necessarily imply loss-

is

The

also.

proposition of Anti-monopplist to introduce a

taxation of income

is

an interference with the personal

liberty of the citizens by subjecting their business

their

knowledge and worldly wisdom, but the latter only are
Such men were Giordano
Bruno, Spinoza, Luther, Lessing, Hume, Kant and
others, and it is noteworthy that almost all of them

the heroes of free thought.

were not only from childhood earnestly pious, but that
they also came from families where religion was more
than the mere observance of ceremonial rites.
Let us confine ourselves to the best known of such
David Hume is a Scotchman, whose ancescharacters.
were, as are

tors

all

the old Scotch people, very de-

Kant,

voted Puritans.

we know

origin, and

of such Puritan Scotch

also,

is

that

his

mother was

devout

a

books

to the inspection of the tax-gatherers.

and

There

can be no doubt that real estate, the immovable property
which cannot be hidden and is easily assessed, is the fitAlso luxury can be taxed in
test object for taxation.
consideration of the fact that many people like the display of certain luxuries because they are expensive.

Spinoza is a Jew. His parents left their home in
Spain for Holland, in order to remain faithful to the religion of their ancestors. They might have comfortably
remained

An

income tax will always be objectionable and if it is
based on self-assessment, it will be a premium to the unscrupulous and dishonest.

writings

THE HEROES OF FREE THOUGHT.
are the heroes of free tliought?

is

good for the masses while the educated naturally stand
or those who struggle
above any religious emotion"
and yearn for truth, who suffer for it and advance

—

is

if

they had abjured their belief and

The

religious

of

spirit

even by

fully appreciated

his

Spinoza's

adversaries,

this religious spirit in practical life

when,

for the sake of truth, he scorned the terrible curse of the

synagogue,

in the

teachings of which he had been edu-

cated.

Luther's faith and love of truth

is

an historic

fact.

He

which his contemporary, the
Pope Leo was a freegreat Pope Leo X., was not.
Luther was a firm bethinker of the modern stamp.
liever, Leo was an unbeliever. Luther had faith in God
Pope Leo was unhampered by any credo
like a child.
and at the same time was a protector of art and a promoter of humanitarianism. He did much for the Renaissance in resuscitating Greek letters and Greek culture.

was

a hero of free thought,

He built the glorious Cathedral of Saint Peter's at
Rome and to show his Helenic spirit he placed upon
the cross formed by the four great aisles of the largest

church on earth a cupola resembling the pagan PanIn his heart Greek paganism triumphed over

theon.

Christianity.

Compare

this

great Maecenas, the free-thinker, the

humanitarian, the erudite man, with the poor, almost
illiterate

Augustine monk.

Would you

ognized the power of free thought
lack of

it

in

the former?

then have rec-

in the latter

What gave

and the

to the simple-

hearted believer the strength to lead humanity one great
step

onward, so

his conscience
It

as to gain for

— the Christian's

was not

Pope Leo was
thinker, and,

every

that

his

indifl^erent

the freedom of

religious faith
to religion

Luther called
dogmatic

;

was

stronger.

he was a free-

upon receiving the Peter's pence, spoke of
He appreciated and

"the profitable fable of Christ."
understood Luther's opposition so
his

man

liberty, as

that he believed less of the

Christianity, but

Those who

smile at religious sentiment and think that "religion

Spam

and he showed

it?

Who

in

turned Christians.

are

their adversaries.

sharing

human progress?
The former may be more advanced in refinement,

Christian.

plained.

but

COURT.

slowly, but earnestly, on the path of

little

that he thought

preaching against Tetzel's sale of indulgences was

I

——

;

;

;

THK OREN
mere jealousy of the Augustine monk's against the
Dominican Order, to whom the sale was entrusted. Leo
could not imagine that any one would endanger his life
for the sake of conviction.

Luther very probably would have been shocked had
he foreseen that humanity would advance on the path of
religious free thought. He did not see so far. But it was
better for him and better for the cause which he boldly
defended.

We, however, should

tion of those

and the poor

two men, Leo X.

monk Martin

heroism of free thought

is

learn

simple

no mere indifferent negation

of religious dogmatism, but strong faith

— and

confidence in truth.

ently think the truth,

but firmly, that

let

— religious

which the heroes of

free

thought became a power and rose above their time so as
p. c.
to lead humanity to higher and nobler aims.

me dream a
me dream of what

yield, but let

O,

And

let

feel as

For

Mays

of the

my

Smile on!

comes again
That sense of something
comes!

I feel it

rolling

world

suffice;

as in a vision,

moon-lit skies!

in the

where the haze is,
where the woodlands part;

the valley

it

me.

power

the distance

it fills

comes,

It

to

heart has learned to brook derision;

It

Beyond

was

all its

that used to be.

that tlie lessons of the

Smile on!

It

single hour,
life

then once more in

The magic

faith

Let us boldly and consistus speak the truth modestly

the spirit by

is

1

the

faith, that
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Death, no sword of yours alone had harmed me;
This leaden hand was strong in fence and youth
Mine eyes that looked on yours when you disarmed me
Were dazzled by the sudden glare of Truth.

from the juxtaposi-

in all his papal splendor

in his

COURT.

!

through the forest mazes;

comes!

I feel

it

in

my

heart!

Breathe low, the violets are sleeping.
Breathe low and let the flowers dream.
joy!

joy!

DEATH AND MAY.*
BY LOUIS BELROSE,

How

calmly beautiful!

The moonlight

covers

The vale and woodland with a mystic
And over all a brooding spirit hovers,
The phantom

of

itself in

O
My little friends,

JR.

No

haze

other days.

The warmth of spring is on the ground new-broken
The birds are in their nests upon the tree
The blossom and the bud al where give token;

O
Lift

Death, cold Death,

up your eyes

lift

— have

I

up your eyes and

not

see!

owned your power?

And see what thing it is that makes me grieve.
What wealth of beauty May has brought for dower,
What wealth of beauty you would have me leave.
See there where young Love walks and youth and
maiden
Follow without misgiving as he goes;

The weight wherewith

their longing hearts are laden

But shadow of the coming of the

Look up and

rose.

see the star that like an

ember

Anon the levant sky will send a warning
And all that fear the sun will hide away,

And

will

wake

to greet the

morning

joys of night give place to joys of day.

Look up and

see the glory and the gladness

forewent to make myself your

That I
Fear not! no hope can come to rend the sadness
That clothes around my spirit like a pall.
*Copy'right iy Louis Belrosr, Jr., 1888.

all

for joy

the blades of grass, are weeping.

—see how their bright tears gleam

sound but that strange swell that seems to number
call to break

The world's heart-beats; no night-bird's
The silence of the myriads that slumber,
The silence of the myriads that wake.

The wood, the vale, where was it that I knew them
As now they are? in what forgotten days?
Two lovers that I know come walking through them.

A bit of England
old lands

1 feel

Where

thrall.

out of Shakespeare's plays!

beyond the vague horizon

once the spring made

warm

our new-land

blood,

Beyond, beyond,

A
On

a shore

distant shore,

such a night

The

we

Sweet

soul keeps eyes on,

pale star

flood.

where swift and swollen
watched the moon-lit wave,

stood

river ran, and

By yon

my

unwashed of earthly

Till passed a cloud,

Fades slowly as the rising moon takes height
An eye made dim with bliss; O Death, remember
How once I thought your dark was blinding light.

Another world

But

when

was

stolen;

love's

first

kiss

was seen the

first

she gave.

influence of earth and heaven blending

Toward

fruitful harvest of the seed

new-sown!

unending;
A mystic promise of the
A matchless vision of the joys unknown.
A dream, a dream! O Death, joy but dreaming?
life

is

Our lives are fallen upon evil days;
Time was when all fared on through hopeful seeming.
But we have reached the parting of the ways.

Our comrades go where yet the roadside flowers
With all the bloom that makes our old selves

We

walk

Our

in dust

grief

it is

and
to

feel

know

no soothing showers;
that they must turn.

yearn,

;
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No

;

gilded cloud, no fond mirage deceives us,

We

walk

in dust

beliefs

JVnd all the way one only thought relieves us,
That toil may thrive. Our hope is in our hands.
a joy

stance

now

us the night, for

them

False hope forgot and groundless faith laid by;

The

rising sun will brighten every

When

We

stars are all

know

we

sorrow

whom we

know they dream and know that they must
wake.
dream in peace and we are heavy-hearted;

They
What

When

can

we

cold and

give for

all

dawn must

the

dim the Truth's

first

rays

slanting

fall

And though we

fires

and do the morning's

bring but

little

validity from your monistic point of
change the name; make it definite, and also make
the purpose and spirit of the paper definite and consistent. What
have such articles as Trumbull's, Whipple's, Woolley's, Gould's

Now

view.

and Cole's

own thought

of your

not

know;

clearly expressed

is

with

science,"

The

iS88.

that excel-

This journal has a departHigh-Chair Philosophy," in which the amusing
sayings of children on all possible topics, and among others on
entitled, "

theology, are chronicled; and an English mother has written to
protest against the publication of these latter as sacrilegious.
It
is wrong, she urges, to laugh at such things. When a child prays,
"

Give us

day our daily bread, with butter and jam both," she
thinks this sweet prattle too sacred for the world to joke and
laugh about. To this the editor of Babyhood replies that no question can be more important than the process by which children
acquire their religious beliefs, and the best way to study this process is by collecting children's sayings on religious topics.
" Such
a study may enable us to do much toward preventing the mind at
its earliest development from wandering into all kinds of fantastic
this

notions."

It

may

be added,

also,

it

is

the mirth

the opinion of the founder and

title

of this journal

opponents to disprove

the

is

if

variance with the contributors.

By

this

method

it is

when

is

best attained and in this sense the

The Open Court

is

fully warranted.

A Monist

If "

" will read

at

hoped that

the aim of the journal

of

name

again the articles to which he takes
them contain a moral related

exception, he will find that most of

more or

and ethical principles found in
life which includes within it
every duty. The physical sciences and the moral sciences harmonize in Monism and their laws confirm its claims. Physiology is an important part of religion, although it is generally
classed among the natural sciences, and the study of it is necessary to a correct understanding of Monism. And so of politics,
ethics, law and all the relations of men in church, in state and in

Monism

private

less to the religious

as a conception of practical

life.

The Nos.
are

full

of

25

"

and

monistic

Gen. Trumbull,

Let the world beware when a thinker

is

reserve their rights to state their differences of opinion

is

"

in

page.

they

is to be performed
by Monism.
not a side-issue, but the fundamental principle of phil-

some

belief.

title

The Open Court,

is

Moreover, the questionings of the young have often
served a good purpose by opening older eyes to the absurdities of

of love.

false

" To reconcile religion
may work harmoniously
of mankind, is the object of The Open
its

an invitation or friendly challenge
they can the Monistic argument
contained in the editorial columns and in the varied contributions
to The Open Court.
To this end all intelligent criticism is
given welcome, and also such contributions are acceptable as do
not agree with the owner's and editor's views, although both

that the mirth provoked by

these sayings seems of the most innocent kind, for

on

order that

the world.

will be interested in a droll

number of

Monist.

osophy, a principle whose branches extend over the whole domain
of science and ethics and draw nourishment from every truth in

lent mother's magazine. Babyhood.

ment

in

This mission,

Monism

to all

Worcester, Mass., February,

discussion that has cropped out in a recent

truly,

in the

together in the elevation
editor of

man's endeavor

Open Court

place of philosophy and theology.

A

CHILDREN'S THEOLOGICAL SAYINGS.
Readers of The

common

above letter is no doubt well intended, but it is not wise to change the name of a journal after it
has once become established, especially when its main purpose

CORRESPONDENCE.
the Editor:

.'

relating directly to

[The advice given

Shall find the gradual peace that turns to joy.

To

What have eight out of ten of
Monism
Give us more
Monism and eliminate

.'

abounds in Nos. 25 and 26, and
thereby show your readers that you have a definite purpose. Invite discussion of your Monistic views.
Intelligent readers are

Court.

heart, be comforted, for

do with Monism

Yours
part.

Man's heart must cling to something. Shall it never
Have rest in hope that Time cannot destroy?

O

to

the articles in the last issue to do with

tired of the

store of promise.

One grief that we have known they shall
The feeling of all fellow-souls far from us,
The loneliness that doubles every woe.

— proper enough perhaps from their agnostic

but without

irrelevant discussion, such as

take?

On eyes that open but that leave the heart
As yet a little while to sleep's enchanting
We'll light the

—

standpoint,

parted,

We

ITS PROPRIETY.

Mr. Hegeler:
New York City, Feb. 27, xSSS.
Dear Sir Why not change name of The Opev Court to
the one you originally proposed, " The Monist." You had a
definite purpose in establishing the paper
the diffusion of " Monism." You yielded to the proposition to give the paper the name
suggested by Mrs. Underwood in oi-der to overcome the objections
of the Underwood's

look for in the sky.

they dream, the friends from

looking into things;

—

be the morrow,

shall

believe in

THE TITLE "OPEN COURT" AND

farewell.

Pare with us love for all that need must follow
Fare with us strength to build where they must dwell.

For

They

to their credit.

is

and the whole history of rationalism lies potentially in the child
who asks its mother whether God wears a hat. Xenos Clark.

found hollow

Heart's ease of things unending

all children thinkers.'
Their
minds refuse to accept off-hand the conventional
that satisfy grown-up people, and on the whole the circum-

inquisitive

along unfruitful lands,

Farewell the vision of

COURT.

born," says Emerson, and are not

Wheelbarrow

" is

26,

Monism

a professed adherent of
is

mentioned by

thought.

our correspondent,

The homely philosophy

in a laborer's garb.

Monism.

"

The Value

not a tribute to agnosticism.

of

Prof. Gizycki

of Doubt," by

He

"does not

:

THK

OFE<N COURT.

he merely recommends it as a means for avoiding
and obtaining a definite statement of the truth.. He might
have called " doubt" criticism or self-criticism, but we cannot
quibble so closely with our contributors about words. The other
articles in those numbers have a Monistic moral, especially the editorials and the story of " The Lost Manuscript." Its pages one by
one are full of Monism. I remind the reader of the thoughts ex-

•deify doubt,

error,

pressed on the occasion of the storm, during which the great firtree was smitten by lightning. How far many of the essays ar-

The Open Court may

be

Tange themselves into the frame of
learned from our circular which will accompany this number.
We shall be very glad to hear from our correspondent again.]

BOOK

stage, when, as we are told, the mother was the feeder, protector
and ruler of her young, and the father no more than a casual

*

visitor.

many, used

find such a

name

as pa.'u in India, Italy,

in the sense of cattle,

we know

used such a word must have tethered their
from a root P A^S, to fetter. * * *

The name

"

man, seems

for king,

me

to

still,

^anaka

as

it

cattle,

in Sanskrit

and Ger-

who

that the people
for pa5u

and chuning

did years ago, a very strong

comes
Ger-

in

argument

government. For it could
only be among people where the father f^anaka) wielded the
in support of the patriarchal theory of

name

highest authority that the
for king,

*

quino.

whether
to

*

for father

in

some of

name

as^ani, wife, became the
*

Wherever we analyze language

"

Biographies of Words and the Home of the Aryas. By
London Longmans, Green & Co. New
I^. Max Muller.
York: 15 East Sixteenth street; 18SS.

*

*

"When we

name

REVIEVV^S.

^25

could become the
for queen, Gothic

in a truly scholarlike spirit,

we shall find in it the key
human mind, and the solu-

Iceland or Tierra del Fuego,
the deepest secrets of the

:

Tne author

says in the introduction:

prove in my Science of Tliought* is
true, if thought is impossible without language, as language is
without thought, many things will follow, not dreamt of yet in
our philosophy. But leaving aside these graver matters for the
present, there is one thing which, as everybody can see, will
follow by necessity from the admission of the inseparableness of
language and thought, and that is that all thoughts which have
ever passed through the mind of men must have found their first
" If

what

have

I

tried to

•embodiment, and their permanent embalmment, in words.
"If then we want to study the history of the human mind in
its earliest phases, where can we hope to find more authentic)
more accurate, more complete documents than in the annals of
language.' * * *
are not rough, unhewn stones, left at our door
moraine; they are blocks that have been brought to
light by immense labor, that have been carved, shaped, measured
and wrighed again and again, before they became what we find
them to be. Our poets make poems out of words, but every
word, if carefully examined, will turn out to be itself a petrified
poem, a reward of a deed done or of a thought thought by those
to whom we owe the whole of our intellectual inheritance, the
capital on which we live, with which we speculate and strive to

"Our words

l)y a glacial

.grow richer and richer from day to day.

in

palimpsest, which,

if

carefully handled, will disclose the original

and though that original text

text beneath the superficial writing,

may

be more

difficult to

there nevertheless.

recover in

illiterate

Every language,

if

languages, yet

properly

it

summoned,

is

will

mind of the artist, who framed it, from its earliest
awakening to its latest dreams. Every one will teach us the
same lesson, the lesson on which the whole Science of Thought
is based, that there is no language without reason, as there is no
reveal to us the

reason without language."

The book

contains the biographies of

many words which

are

extremely interesting and it reveals the earliest civilization of our
Aryan ancestors as can be reconstructed from their language.
The appendices are no less valuable. They contain Max
Miiller's correspondence concerning Aryan Fauna and Flora, the
original home of the Jade, the original home of the Soma, and
other topics.

Journal d'un Philosophe.

'Pkv.

Lucien Arreat.

Paris:

Felix Arcan; 1S87.

Lucien Arreat is one of those Frenchmen who have affiliated
themselves with the modern school of psychology as expounded
ai
by Ribot, Binet and others. This he says of himself: "

f

morde a

la

psyc/wlogie nouvelle" (I have partaken (bitten into) of

modern psychology).
In the introductory chapters of his book, yourmil d'un Phil-

he says:
do not dare to attempt to repeat what passed in my little
I
brain.
But few of the events remain in my thoughts.
really the same one who played at cligne-Musette and in whose
happy
those
blond beard the silver threads now mingle.' In
days of childhood I see myself double, triple and multiple, and
osofhe, p. 4, seq.,
I

Am

•stories

"What

is,

Has any more
meant

can supply.

the

"Every word, therefore, has a story to tell us, if only we can
hreak the spell and make it speak out once more." * * *
And Max Muller understands how to make words tell their

philosophy and religion which nothing else
Each language, whether Sanskrit or Zulu, is like a

problems

tion of

for instance, the

meaning

of the

word

Father.'

plausible interpretation been oflfered than that

feeder, protector, ruler.'

it

Pater, Sk. pitar, consists of a

and a derivative element tar. The root of
PA means to feed in pa-bulum, food; it means to protect in Sk.
go pa, cow-herd; and it means strong, ruler, king, in Sk. pa-ti,
Some scholars may doubt
lord, i^tc-TTi-Triq^ lord, potis, strong.
about the connection of pa in pati with pa in pater, but the fact
that father was intended by the early Aryas as a feeder, protector,
and lord, would not be in the least affected by this. Which of
these three meanings was present to the mind of the original
framers of the word it is impossible to say. A root lives in its
derivatives, and its meanings are called out and diflferentiated by
the varying purposes which it is made to serve. But whether the
Aryas, before they were broken up into Hindus, Persians, Greeks,
Italians, Teutons, Slaves, and Celts, conceived the father as a
radical element Pa,

feeder, or a protector, or a ruler, it is quite clear that they could
not have framed such a name during the so-called metrocratic

The Science of Thought, by F.

Max

MUlier.

Longn

iSSy.

that

is still

The
is

myself in

devil

no angel

is still

either.

whom

the devil used to be.

there.

See

me

child was an imp and the man
here writing a history of the time

The

know my letters; a wise history which would surrough boys, who afterward jumped upon my back at
leap-frog, and for awhile my little self would rebel in pride; but
my big self takes no notice of it, as of the whim of a spoilt child.

when

I

did not

prise the

more wonderful adventures or more astonishing fairy
The sensations which come to our consciousness, the network of nerves constituting memory, a special activity which

Are

there

tales.'

connects the events of the soul, and the personality which issues
therefrom! Let more clever ones tnan I explain it if they can.
Every one of us is like a worker of tapestries, seated at his
trade behind the flexible screen, passing the needles filled with

wool through the extended canvass.
of our work, but the visitor, anxious

We

step before

it

to

judge

to see the proceeding, passes

:
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behind

it

Thus

and comes to the bench of the worker.

patterns of our thoughts have a side which

we

scarcely

the rich

know.

It

we ourselves have done the work; but unfortunately
know any the better for it how our hand wove the
threads into cloth, nor how it guided the needle, and if we do
turn a completed tapestry we cannot at first see anything tut
is

true that

we do

not

We would have to see it in
knots and ends hanging from it.
progress and to inquire into the thread of the warp as well as into
the color of the wool."

we

In one of our next numbers

shall publish

an essay from

COURT.

his

man who has borrowed the manuscript for
private use for an indefinite time, and I assure

time as a

this

own

you

that our wishes

about

this

"Pray allow
pate

your

in

BY GUSTAV FRKYTAG.
VIII.— Concluded.

All gazed in horror at the object on the ground.
" This is a serious answer to your question," ex"
claimed the proprietor.
pay a dear price for the

We

sport."

He

took the light and himself searched the opening;

At

uncomfortable silence.

The

others stood around in

last

the proprietor threw a

skull out into the cellar, and cried out cheerfully, as a

man who

is

"

They

"

It

was

striking the
in-

pieces.

a

moment

"A
The

relieved from painful feeling:

are the bones of a
a small dog,"

bone with

dog !"
the stonemason,

The

rotten bone broke

dog!" cried the Doctor, delighted, forgetting
his

blighted

hope.

rejoiced that

" That

is

for

instructive.

you are contented with

this dis-

But the Doctor would not be disconcerted, and related how, in the early middle ages, there had been a
superstitious custom of enclosing something living in the
foundation wall of solid buildings.
The custom descended from the ancient heathen times. The cases are
rare where such things are found in old buildings, and
" If

it

Now

is

an indisputable confirmation.

confirms your views," said the proprietor, "it

confirms mine

also.

Hasten, men, to replace the stone."

the stonemason lighted

opening and declared that
there.

The workman

up and felt again in the
was nothing more

restored the stone to

its

place,

was replaced and the matter settled.
The
Doctor bore the jeering remarks, of which the proprietor
was not sparing, with great tranquillity, and said to
him

What we have discovered is
we know now with certainty

does not

in

lie in this

take with

me

we do

much;

all

the hollow places

not give up our claims in

regard to this discovery; but
Copyright.

certainly not

that the manuscript

part of your house, but in another.

a careful record of

your house, and

I"

house

in this light, that

He
Hans

looked earnestly

at

accompany him on

the

Professor and called

a visit to the village,

in

order to take a grateful leave of his old crones, and

to

to

obtain one of the beautiful songs of the people, of

he had discovered

He was gone
came

to

light

traces, to take

which

him.

a long time; for after the song there

unexpectedly a wonderful story of a

Herr Dietrich and

When, toward
out for him, he

home with

his horse,

which breathed

fire.

evening, the Professor was looking

met Use who, with her straw hat

in

her

hand, was prepared for a walk.
" If it is agreeable to you," she

said, " we will go to
meet your friend."
They walked along a meadow between stubblefields, in which here and there grass was to be seen
peeping up amongst the stubble.
"The autumn approaches," remarked the Professor;

" that

is

the

sign."

first

" Winter-time
Use, "but
for

we

it

enjoy

spring; and

is

tedious to

some people," answered

puts us, like Till Eulenspiegel, in good spirits,
its

repose, and think of the approaching

when

the stormy winds rage round us, and

man's height in the valleys, we sit
home in warmth and comfort."
" With us in the city the winter passes away almost
unheeded.
The short days and the white roofs alone
remind us of it, for our work goes on independently of
the

snow

drifts to a

at

"

I

my

you are deficient in faith and have not employed the necessary solemnities, therefore the treasure is removed from
your eyes and the dog placed there as a punishment. I
know better than you what your neighbors will record
for posterity.
Tarry in peace for your awakening,
Your most steadfast friend departs, and he
Tacitus.
whom I leave behind begins to make undue concessions

there

the wine

but

hidden treasure will take the discovery

certain

covery," replied the proprietor, ironically

the skeleton of a beast

that this discovery will free

ill-

work."
" That is the greatest error of your life," replied the
Doctor, with grave consideration; "just the reverse will
take place. All people who have an inclination for

foundation wall of this house must be very old."

"I am

dwell there to partici-

replied

to this household."

assented

his iron.

who

repute of containing treasures, and for the
sake of this gain I will be quite content with the useless

THE LOST MANUSCRIPT*

a heap of bones lay there.

hope

I

from the

CHAPTER

the persons

good wishes,"

the proprietor,
smiling, and do not forget that in your researches after
the manuscript you have in reality found the dog. For
the rest,

the above-mentioned volume.

and desires will incessantly hover

house."

we

consider you from

changing seasons. Yet the fall of the leaf has from my
childhood been depressing to me, and in the spring I
always desire to throw aside my books and ramble
through the country like a traveling journeyman."

:

THE OPKN COURT.
They were

standing by a bundle of sheaves.

arranged some of them as a
the distant

fields to

"How

you and

We

I

regard everything," she

are like the birds

which year

wings and live here conyou think and care about other times and
other men that existed long before us; you are as familiar

God who

of the Deity, or the result of there being no

Forebodingly and iron-

cares for the lot of mortals.
ically

hills.

differently

after a pause. "

began

Use
and looked over the

seat,
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he contemplates the history of individuals, and his

wisest course

to bear the inevitable silently

is

When, even

tiently.

moment,

for a

one perceives that he

and pa-

a brief smile curls

looking into a hopeless

after year joyously flap their

his lips,

tentedly; but

desert; one can imagine fear visible in his eyes, and the

with the past as

forms of the
to you,

it is

we

stars,

are with the rising of the sun and the

and

the end of

if

"That
"Yes,

is sorrowful
hear and pare

make me very

sad.

There is so much unhappiness on earth, and it is always
I then become
the good that come to a sorrowful end.
It is really

why

I

do not

thus ordered

it?

tliistone of mind,"

"where men

answered the Pro-

strive sgainst their times to establish

their

own

cumb

weaker; even what seems to be successfully
by the strongest minds has no lasting duraLike men and their works, nations also pass away;

wills,

they will almost always in the end suc-

as the

established
tion.

we

but

should not

men

individual

our hearts cling to the fate of

let

why

what

lasting benefit the

veil,

will the

life,

race has gained by their

discover the working of other

We find

in the

higher secret

human

narrative of their fate be only a

we

behind which

living powers.

down, and

should endeavor to under-

they became great and passed away, and

Then

life.

we

or nations,

stand

that in

men who

the

away, there

nations that pass

which according

to internal

To

continually creating and destroying.

of the laws of this higher

which

this creating

istence,

life,

break

and to

is

a

laws

is

discover some

feel the

blessing

and destroying has brought to our ex-

the task and the pride of the historical inquirer.

is

and

fearful,

is

how any one

is

it

understand

difficult to

could bear such a hopeless

The

life.

pleasure of belonging to a nation of growing vigor

was

not then the lot of either heathen or Christian, for the

man

highest and most indestructible happiness of

have confidence

which

in that

and

exists,

to look

is

to

with

—

and such is our life now. Much
weak, corrupt and perishable surrounds us; but
with it all there grows up an endless abundance of youthful vigor.
The root and the trunk of our popular life are

hope

like to read history."

"I understand
fessor,

God

has

very foolish to feel thus, but for that reason

has been

sad," exclaimed Use.

is
it

who

innermost core by deadly horrors."

to the

me to

of past times; and books of history

presumptuous, and ask

expression which remains on one

rigid

shaken

summer

equally as sorrowful to

is

that

to the future,

is

Everywhere we

sound.

find domestic

life

in families

respect for morals and

law, hard but valuable labor

and energetic

many thousands

In

activity.

the conscious-

ness exists that they increase the national strength, and
in millions that are still far

they also are striving

This

behind them the feeling that
our civilization.

to contribute to

our pleasure and glory in modern times, and
make us valiant and proud. But we well know

is

helps to

may

that the joyful feeling of this possession

also

be

saddened, for temporary disturbances come to every
nation in the course of
of

thriving cannot

dered, so long

whose vocation

down from

It
it is

this that gives

is

But
its

its

power

career hin-

power and soundness

as the

securities exist.

development.

its

be thwarted, nor

of these

happiness to one

to investigate the past, for

he looks

the salubrious air of the heights into the

From

darkness beneath him."

are

Use gazed on him with wonder and admiration, but
he bent over the sheaves which were between them and
continued with enthusiasm
" Everyone forms the judgment and mood with
which he contemplates the great relations of the world

this point of view, destruction and dissolution
changed into new life, and increasing certainty and
elevation of heart comes to those who are accustomed to

consider the past."

Use shook her head and cast

And

"

the

Roman whose

down

lost

her eyes.

book brought you

to

and of which you have been talking to-day, is interesting to you because he has looked upon the world as
cheerfully as you have?"
" No," answered the Professor, " it is just the reverse
which impresses one in his work. His earnest spirit
us,

The

could never rise to joyful confidence.
nation and the future of
as a secret riddle;

he perceived

lay

fate of his

heavy on

his soul

in the past a better time,

governments, stronger characters and purer mor-

freer
als;

mankind

he perceived a decline in his people and

state,

which even good
strange

governors could no longer

how

retard.

It is

whether

this fearful fate

in the

the thoughtful

of millions

is

man

doubts

the punishment

according to the course of his

own

personal experiences.

Here you look around on the laughing summer
scape, there on the busy

what

men

land-

and on
home, and the

in the distance,

nearer your heart, your own
which you have grown up. How mild is the
how warm the hearts, how sensible, good and

lies

circle in
light,

You may

true the hearts of those that surround you!

how

believe

valuable

by your

side,

books,

deeply

my

I

and

if

feel

it is

to

henceforth,

how

He

and enjoy it
occupied with my

to see this,

when

noble and worthy

countrymen around me,

you for

me

I

shall ever

is

the

life

of

have to thank

it."

stretched out his

hand across the sheaves; Use

—
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seized

it

it between hers, while her warm
She looked at him with her moist-

and clasped

upon

tears fell

it.

ened eyes, while a world of happiness lay in her counGradually a bright glow suffused her cheeks,
tenance.
she rose, and a look full of devoted tenderness

fell

upon

him; then she walked hastily away from him along the

meadow.

The Professor remained leaning against the sheaves.
The meadow-larks on the tips of the ears of grain over

He

head warbled joyfully.

his

which

the stack

half

pressed his cheek against

concealed him

;

thus, in

happy

watched the maiden, who was descend-

forgetfulness, he

ing toward the distant laborers.

When

was standing by
countenance which quivered with

he raised his eyes

his,

friend

him; he beheld a
inward sympathy, and heard the gentle question:
"

What

will

"Husband and

wife," said the Professor, decidedly;

to the songs of the larks

fields

which greeted him from every

sheaf.

Fritz was alone; the word had been spoken; a new
and awful fate overshadowed the life of his friend. So
this is to be the end of it ? Thusnelda, instead of Tacitus
ah, Fritz

felt

that the social

custom of marriage might be

a very venerable institution;
all
is

men

it

was

inevitable for almost

through the uprooting struggle which

to pass

the consequence of a change in the mutual relations

of

life.

He

could not think of his friend amid his

painfully

that

changed by

his

relation

to

the

But he did not think long of himself,

it.

about her

felt

Professor must be

but anxiously worried about his rash friend
less

He

woman.

books, with his colleagues, and this

who

and not
had so dangerously impressed the

The

soul of the other.

faithful friend

—

storm or the name of the new milch cow. It was
country; much of it was woodland; most of
the estates were small; there were no rich neighbors;,
and the father, who had worked his way by his energy,
hail

a lonely

until

he became an opulent man, had no inclination for
life, nor had his daughter.
On Sunday the pas-

society

came to dinner, and then the father's farm inspectors
remained and related the little gossip of the neighborhood over their coffee; the children, who, during the

tor

week, were under the charge of a tutor, amused themselves in the garden and fields.
When Use had a leisure
hour she seated herself in her own little sitting-room
with a book out of her father's small library a novel
by Walter Scott, a tale by HaufFor a volume of Schiller.
But now a world of thoughts, images and feelings
had been awakened in her mind by this stranger. Much
that she had hitherto looked upon with indifference in
the outer world now became interesting to her.
Like
fire-works which unexpectedly shoot up, illuminating

—

come of it?"

he pressed his friend's hand, and strode across the

were sent to bed, she sat silently by him with her
embroidery, or talked over the small occurrences of the
day the illness of a laborer, the damage done by a

;

looked angrily

particular spots in the landscape with their colored light,

threw a fascinating light, now here and
on outside life. When he spoke and hiswords, copious and choice, flowed from his innermost
heart she bent her head as in a dream, then fixed her
eyes on his face.
She felt a respect commingled with
fear for a human mind that soared so loftily and firmly
above the earth. He spoke of the past as intimately as
of the present; he knew how to explain the secret
thoughts of men who had lived a thousand years before.
Ah! she felt the glory and greatness of human learningas the merit and greatness of the man who sat opposite
his conversation

now

—

there,

—

of

to her like a supernatural being

script of Tacitus.

about the eloquent

;

—

many

centuries appeared
which proclaimed from
a human mouth things unheard of in her home.
But it was not learning alone. When she looked
up at him, she saw beaming eyes, a kindly expression
to her; the intellectual labor

upon the surrounding stubble and straw, and he clenched
his fists against the deceased Bachhuber; against the
valley of Rossau nay, even against it, the immediate
cause of the mischievous confusion against the manu-

lips; and she felt herself irresistibly
by the warmth of the man's nature. Then
she sat opposite to him as a quiet listener; but when she
entered her room, she knelt down and covered her face
with her hands. In this solitude she saw him before
her and offered him homage.

attracted

CHAPTER IX.
ILSE.

Use had lived an unvaried home life since the death
of her mother.
Though scarcely grown up, she had
taken charge of the household; spring and autumn

came and went; one year
another; her father and

rolled

sisters,

and the poor of the valley

over her head like

the estate, the laborers,

— these

formed her life.
More than once a suitor, a sturdy, worthy proprietor of the neighborhood, had asked her in marriage
of her father; but she felt contented with her home,
and she knew that it would be agreeable to her father
for her to remain with him.
In the evening, when
the active man rested on the sofa, and the children

Thus she awoke

to a

new

life.

It

was

a state of

pure enthusiasm, of unselfish rapture, such as a man
knows not and only a woman can experience, which

—

comes only

to a pure, innocent heart

when

the greatest

of earthly existence comes to the sensitive soul in
bloom of life.
She saw also that her father was partially under the
same magical influence. At dinner, which used to be so
silent, conversation now flowed as from a living spring;
crisis

the

in

the evening,

when

formei'ly he used

to sit wearily

THE OPEN COURT.
over the newspaper,

much was

discussed, and there

were
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She now knew

agitated feelings.

that she loved

him

frequent disputes which lasted late into the night; but

deeply, and eternally, and she had a conviction that he

bedroom candle from the
humor; and more than
once he repeated to himself, pacing up and down, sen"He is, in his
tences that had been uttered by his guest.
way, a fine man," he said; "in all things stable and

felt

her father,

sound

when he took

was always

table,

;

his

in cheerful

one always knows

how

Occasionally she was
opinions.

wound

The

friends,

Professor's

the

at

indeed, avoided

what might

the deep faith of the hearer, but in the conver-

sation of the Professor there

sometimes seemed

to

peculiar conception of venerated doctrines and of
duties;

and

yet,

what he maintained was

be a

human

so noble and

good that she could not guard herself against

own

by her

it

she passed through the

He was often vehement in his expressions; when he
condemned he did it in strong language, and sometimes
became so vehement that the Doctor and even her father
withdrew from the contest. She thought then that he
was different from almost all men prouder, nobler and
more decided. When he expected much of others, as is

—

who

field, a

glow suffused hercheeksj-

the earth and heaven, fields and sun-lit wood, floated

had' lived in closer intercourse with

down

hastened

enveloped

into the

With winged

woody

Now

the foliage.

in

plain,

she

felt

herself alone,,

all around her.
She raised her hands to the
golden light of the heavens and threw herself down on

strewed

Her bosom heaved and panted vioand she trembled with inward excitement. Love

the mossy ground.

had descended from heaven upon the young woman,,
taking possession of her body and soul with its irresistible power.
Thus she lay a long time. Butterflies played about
her hair

white

;

a

lizard crept over her hand
the
wild flowers and the branches of the

little

tips of the

;

hazel bent over her, as

if

these

little

children of nature

deep emotions of the

alarmed her to
think in what light she must appear to him. But, on
the other hand, this same man was ready to acknow-

wished

ledge everything that was good, and he rejoiced like a

together and thanked and prayed to the dear

the ideal world than with real

when he

child

learnt that

life,

it

He was

a serious

,

youthful recollections, as to

how

they should

make

a

large paper kite; he himself painted the eyes and the

moustache, and cut the

when

to veil the

to

At

them

last

in the happiest

moment

sister

of her

who had

life.

she rose upon her knees, clasped her hands

She became more

collected and

went

God

for

into the

him.

open

no longer the quiet maiden she was formerly;
life and what surrounded her shone in new
colors, and she viewed the world with new feelings.
She understood the language of the pair of swallowsvalley,

man, and yet he had become a favorite with the children, even more than the Doctor.
They confided their little secrets to him he visited them
in their nursery, and gave them advice according to his

joyful day

come

anyone had shown himself

brave and energetic.

feet she

where she was

and unconsciously seized a slender birch stem, which
shook with her convulsive grasp, and its leaves were

lently

reasoning.

natural to one

warm

before her like luminous clouds.

to take him."

alarmed

she did. He, who was so greatly her
had condescended to her; she had felt his
breath and the quick pressure of his hand. As
as

just

superior,

tassels for

the

tail.

It

was

a

the kite rose from the stubble-field

her

own

which circled round her, and with twittering tones passed
by her swift as arrows. It was the rapturous joy of life
which impelled the little bodies so swiftly through the air,,
and the birds greeted her with a sisterly song of jubilee.
She answered the greeting of the laborers who were

Then, when evening came, he sat
for the first time.
down, surrounded by the children, like the partridge
amongst her young. Franz climbed up the arm-chair

going home from the fields, and she looked at one of
the women who had been binding the sheaves, and

and played with his hair; one of the bigger ones sat
then riddles were given and stories
on each knee
told
and when Use heard how he repeated and

woman

knew

exactly

what was the

also had, as a

state of her feelings.
This
maiden, loved a strange lad; it had

taught small rhymes to the children, her heart swelled

been a long and unhappy attachment, attended by much
sorrow; but now she was comforted going with him to
her home, and when she spoke to her mistress she looked

with joy that such a mind should hold such intimate
intercourse with simple children; and she watched his

proudly on her companion, and Use felt how happy was
the poor weary woman.
When Use entered the farm-

countenance and perceived a child-like expression light
up the features of the man, laughing and happy; and

yard,

she imagined him as a

cattle,

;

;

lap.

little

boy, sitting on his mother's

Happy mother!
Then came the hour among

the sheaves, the learned

was no longer

When

like a reproach

shook her head gently,

on the loitering

as if the

admonition

for her, but for another.

which began with Tacitus and ended with a
acknowledgment of love. The blessed cheerful-

the golden evening light, with fleet steps and elevated

trembling sound of his

head, she perceived with astonishment her father stand-

own

ing by his horse ready to mount, and with him, in quiet

ness of his countenance, the
voice,

which sounded

mistress, she

discourse
silent

and heard the voices of the maids who had
waited for her in vain, and the impatient lowing of the

had torn away the

veil that concealed

her

she again passed from the farm buildings into
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whom

conversation, the Doctor, and he

she

felt a

at this

moment

She approached

difficulty in encountering.

hesitatingly.

Where have you been

"

"

proprietor.

I

must be

¥he 9pe^ G®upti

lingering Use.?" cried the

and looking

off,"

PUBLISHED EVEBY THXJB8DAY BY

at the agi-

countenance of his daughter, he added " It is
nothing of importance.
letter from the invalid for-

tated

:

THE OPEN COURT PUBLISHING

A

ester calls

me

come, and I
be back at night."

EDWARD C. HEGELER, President.

to

He

nodded to the Doctor. "
again before your departure."

So

CO.

house; one of the Court people is
can guess what they desire of me. I hope
to his

We

saying, he trotte:d away, and Use

her heart for the incident which made

speak with composure

to the friends.

it

was thankful

in

easier for her to

She walked with

them on the road along which her father had ridden, and
endeavored to conceal her disquiet by talking on indifferent subjects.
She spoke of the hunting castle in the
wood, and of the solitude in which the gray-headed forester dwelt among the beech-trees of the forest.
But
the conversation did not flow; each of those noble hearts

was powerfully

The

touched.

PAUL CARUS, Editor.

DR.

shall see each other

Professor

and

The Open Court
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Science.
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Use

avoided looking at each other, and the friend could not
succeed, by jocose talk, in drawing the lovers

the small things of

down

to

All communications should be addressed to

life.

THE OPEN COURT,

Use suddenly pointed with her hand to a narrow pass
on one side, from which many dark heads were emerging.
" See!

A

there

Frau RoUmaus."
came on with a quick step,

are the Indians of

number of wild

figures

one behind the other;

powerful

in front a

man

in

children on their backs

ran half-naked boys and

;

all

Most

girls.

tured into the neighborhood of our estate."

the gang, and in a

moment

by

dusky

ten or twelve

with

hands

;

— men,
The

women

was

there

a wild rush

from

"

Felix L. Oswald, M. D.

TER.

tumultuous con-

the chief of the band.?" she

repeated with anger, and raised her
he continued.)

arm cortimandingly.
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